Looped
Design and pattern by Lynne Barr

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS
Approx. 1" width x 7" circumference
Bracelet stretches over your hand.
YARN
Noro Kureyon Sock Yarn (70% wool,
30% nylon)
422m(462 yards) / 100 grams);
1 ball makes dozens of bracelets.
NEEDLES
2 double-pointed needles size US 0
1 size 3/O crochet hook
GAUGE
9.5 sts/11 rows/1-inch in K1, P1 Rib
Gauge is not critical for this pattern.
BRACELET
This is a simple pattern, with a delightful result, that offers a great way to use up bits of leftover
sock yarn. It’s easy to adjust the size, in both width and length. For a wider bracelet, just add
stitches in two-stitch increments and adjust the interlock in the horizontal direction to midway or
slightly less, within the new width of the band. The length adjustment will be obvious in the
pattern.
CO 12 sts.
Row 1: Slip 1 stitch knitwise, p1, [k1, p1] to end.
Repeat Row 1 until bracelet measures about 7¾” in length, or until bracelet wraps around wrist
with an inch overlap.
Interlock the Ends
Interlocking the two ends joins the band into a circle.
1) With WS facing and attached yarn on the left, slide knitting to the right side of the needle.
Bring the cast-on edge of the bracelet up to needle (see photo 1).
2) Insert the crochet hook into the sixth stitch from left and eighth row from the top of the cast-on
end (see photo 2).
3) Slip furthest stitch on the right onto the crochet hook (see photo 3).
4) Pull the stitch through to the front and place onto the second dpn (see photo 4).
5) Continue to transfer the next 5 sts from the back needle to the front needle with the crochet
hook. There are now 6 sts on each needle (see photo 5).
6) Slip the remaining 6 sts from the working needle onto the dpn with the transferred sts (see
photo 6).
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After Interlock is complete (photo 6), repeat Row 1 six times.
Bind off all sts in pattern and weave in ends.
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